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banish Send (someone) away from a country or place as an official punishment.
He was banished from his own country.

communism A political theory favoring collectivism in a classless society.

converse Engage in conversation.
His converse at such seasons was always elevating.

counteract Oppose or check by a counteraction.
This will counteract the foolish actions of my colleagues.

coup An instance of successfully achieving something difficult.
He was overthrown in an army coup.

crusader
A person who campaigns vigorously for political, social, or religious change;
a campaigner.
Crusaders for early detection and treatment of mental illnesses.

defeat An instance of defeating or being defeated.
This line of reasoning defeats me I must confess.

depose
Testify to or give (evidence) under oath, typically in a written statement.
Every affidavit shall state which of the facts deposed to are within the
deponent s knowledge.

destabilize Become unstable.
The accused were charged with conspiracy to destabilize the country.

diametrical Characterized by opposite extremes; completely opposed.
Diametrical or opposite points of view.

enfeeble Make weak.
Sickness had enfeebled me.

fend Look after and provide for oneself, without any help from others.
The youngsters had to fend for themselves after their parents died.

french United States sculptor who created the seated marble figure of Abraham
Lincoln in the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C. (1850-1931.
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junta A group of military officers who rule a country after seizing power.
The country s ruling military junta.

outbreak A sudden occurrence of something unwelcome, such as war or disease.
The outbreak of hostilities.

overthrow A score made because the ball has been overthrown.
Military coups which had attempted to overthrow the King.

overturn An act of overturning something.
The big vase overturned.

reversal A change from one state to the opposite state.
A reversal by the House of Lords of the Court of Appeal s decision.

reverse Reverse the position order relation or condition of.
He didn t feel homesick quite the reverse.

revolt Refuse to acknowledge someone or something as having authority.
A revolt over tax increases.

revolution A single complete turn (axial or orbital.
Marketing underwent a revolution.

revolutionary Of or relating to or characteristic or causing an axial or orbital turn.
The revolutionary army.

revolutionize Overthrow by a revolution, of governments.
E mail revolutionized communication in academe.

setback A reversal or check in progress.
They had to get permission to overlap the city s setback lines.

spin Cause to spin.
They spin wool into the yarn for weaving.

takeover
An act of assuming control of something, especially the buying out of one
company by another.
A company threatened with takeover.

turn To break and turn over earth especially with a plow.
He turned up the collar of his coat.

undermine
Hollow out as if making a cave or opening.
The demolition engineers did eventually undermine two of the tower s six
sides.

upset The act of upsetting something.
He upset a tureen of soup.

usurp Take (a position of power or importance) illegally or by force.
He usurped my rights.
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